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1w xWe show that the set of norm attaining bilinear forms on L 0, 1 is not dense in
the space of all continuous bilinear forms. Q 1997 Academic Press
 .For a real Banach space X we let B X denote the Banach space of
5 5continuous bilinear forms on X, endowed with the norm w s
 <  . < 5 5 5 5 4  .sup B x, y : x F 1, y F 1 . We say that w g B X attains its norm if
5 5 5 5 5 5 <  . <there are x, y g X, x s y s 1 such that w s w x, y . We let
 .B X denote the set of all norm attaining ones.na
w xMotivated by the Bishop]Phelps theorem 3 that the set of norm
attaining functions is dense in X*, we consider a natural question about
 . w xthe denseness of B X . M. D. Acosta, F. Aguirre, and R. Paya 1 firstÂna
 .answered this question in the negative. They proved that B G is notna
 . w xdense in B G , where G is the Banach space used by W. Gowers 6 to
 . w xshow that l 1 - p - ` fails Lindenstrauss' property B 9 . In the positivep
w x  .direction, R. Aron, C. Finet, and E. Werner 2 showed that B X isna
 .dense in B X whenever X satisfies either the Radon]Nikodym property
 . w x w xor the so-called property a 10 . Moreover, the author and S. G. Kim 5
got the same result for a Banach space X with a monotone shrinking basis
 .and the Dunford]Pettis property e.g., c . In this note we characterize the0
1w x  1w x.norm attaining bilinear forms on L 0, 1 , and show that B L 0, 1 isna
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 1w x.not dense in B L 0, 1 . The author expresses his thanks to C. Boyd and
Y. S. Shim for helpful conversations and the referees for kind suggestions
concerning the style of this note.
We begin by recalling a useful integral representation of continuous
1w xbilinear forms on L 0, 1 which is deduced from the following natural
w xisometric isomorphisms, where I stands for the unit interval 0, 1 :
1 1 Ã 1 1 `B L I , L I m L I * , L I = I * , L I = I . .  .  .  .  . .  .p
 1 ..More precisely, to each w g B L I there corresponds a unique f g
` . 5 5 5 5L I = I such that w s f and`
w g , h s f x , y g x h y dx dy .  .  .  .H
I=I
1 .for all g, h g L I .
` .For f g L I = I we set
< < 5 5S s x , y g I = I : f x , y s f , 4 .  . `f
q 5 5S s x , y g I = I : f x , y s f , 4 .  . `f
and
y 5 5S s x , y g I = I : f x , y s y f . 4 .  . `f
 1 .. ` .PROPOSITION 1. Let w g B L I be represented by f g L I = I as
explained abo¨e. Then w attains its norm if and only if there is a measurable
< <rectangle A = B in I = I with positi¨ e measure such that either A = B s
< . q< < < < . y<A = B l S or A = B s A = B l S .f f
 1 .. 1 .Proof. Suppose that w g B L I and let g, h g L I be such thatna
5 5 5 5 5 5g s h s 1 and w s w g , h . 1 .  .
Then we have
5 5f s f x , y g x h y dx dy .  .  .` H
I=I
5 5 < < < < 5 5F f g x h y dx dy s f 2 .  .  .`H `
I=I
hence
5 5 < < < <f x , y g x h y s f g x h y .  .  .  .  .`
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 .  .for almost every x, y g I = I. If we replace g and h by yg and yh, 1
 . and 2 remain unchanged, so we may assume that the set A s x g I:
 . 4   . 4g x ) 0 has positive measure. If the set y g I: h y ) 0 also has
 .  . 5 5positive measure, we take this set for B and 2 implies that f x, y s f `
 . < . q< < <for almost every x, y g A = B, that is, A = B l S s A = B .f
  . 4 < . y<Otherwise we take B s y g I: h y - 0 and we get A = B l S sf
< <A = B .
The ``if'' part is even easier. Assume without loss of generality that there
is a measurable rectangle A = B in I = I with positive measure such that
< < < . q<A = B s A = B l S . Thenf
< < < < < < < <w x r A , x r B s f x , y x x r A x y r B dx dy .  .  . .  .  .HA B A B
I=I
5 5 5 5s f s w .`
LEMMA 2. There is a measurable subset S of I = I with positi¨ e measure
such that for any measurable rectangle A = B in I = I with positi¨ e measure,
< . < < <A = B l S - A = B .
Proof. Let C be a Cantor-type subset of I with positive measure, and
let
< <S s x , y g I = I : x y y g C . 4 .
Being the inverse image of C under a continuous function, S is closed in
< < < <I = I, hence compact. Moreover, it is easy to check that S s C forx
  . 4 < < < < every x g I, where S s y g I: x, y g S , so S s C ) 0 note that wex
< < 2 .use ? to denote the Lebesgue measure both in R and R . Let A = B be
< .a measurable rectangle in I = I with positive measure. To prove A = B
<_ S ) 0 we use the following
CLAIM. If A, B ; R are measurable sets with positi¨ e measure, there exist
< . <a nonempty open inter¨ al H and d ) 0 such that A q t l B ) d for e¨ery
t g H.
Note the following consequence: H ; B y A hence B y A has nonempty
interior. This is a generalized version of a classical result due to Steinhaus
 w x .see 4, pp. 137]140 , for example . To prove the above claim we will
simply check that the usual proof of the Steinhaus Theorem actually gives
our slightly stronger statement. For the sake of completeness we go into
the details.
Proof of the Claim. We may clearly assume that the sets A, B are
bounded, just take bounded subsets with positive measure. Fix 0 - r - 1
< < < <and let G be a bounded open set with A ; G and A ) r G . Since G can
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be written as a countable union of disjoint intervals, at least one of these
 . < < < <intervals call it J will satisfy A l J ) r J . In the same way we find a
< < < <bounded interval K such that B l K ) r K . We may clearly assume
< < < <without loss of generality that J F K and then, by subdividing K if
< < < <necessary, that K F 2 J . Moreover, up to translation we may also as-
 . w < <sume that inf J s inf K s 0. Then, for t G 0 we have A l J q t ; 0, K
xq t , so
< < < <A l J q t j B l K F K q t .  . .
while
3< < < < < <A l J q t q B l K G r K . . 2
 . < <Therefore, by choosing r ) 2r3 and 0 - 2d - 3rr2 y 1 K we get
< < < <A q t l B G A l J q t l B l K G d .  .  . .
w xfor every t g H [ 0, d , as claimed.
Back to the proof of our lemma, let H and d be given by the claim and
 .take a nonempty open subinterval L ; H such that L l C j y C s B.
 .  . 4Then the set T s y y t, y : t g L, y g A q t l B is contained in
 .A = B _ S and it is easy to check that T has positive measure. Indeed,
 .  .under the measure-preserving mapping u, ¨ ª ¨ y u, ¨ T becomes the
Ã  .  . 4set T s t, y : t g L, y g A q t l B , so
Ã< < < < < < < <T s T s A q t l B dt G d L ) 0. .H
L
 1 ..  1 ..THEOREM 3. B L I is not dense in B L I .na
Proof. Let S be the measurable set given by the above lemma and
 1 .. ` .c g B L I the bilinear form corresponding to x g L I = I . If w gS
 1 .. ` .B L I is represented by f g L I = I , then Proposition 1 gives us ana
< < 5 5measurable rectangle A = B with positive measure such that f s f `
 .almost everywhere in A = B. By the above lemma the set A = B _ S has
< < 5 5positive measure and f y x s f almost everywhere in this set, so`S
5 5 5 5f y x G f , that is,` `S
5 5 5 5 5 5w y c G w G 1 y w y c ,
5 5hence w y c G 1r2.
Remark 4. It is worth noting that the above theorem remains true for
1 .a complex space L I , due to the following simple observation. If a
` .complex-valued function f g L I = I corresponds to a norm attaining
1 . < <bilinear form on the complex space L I , then the real-valued function f
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1 .corresponds to a norm attaining bilinear form on the real space L I ,
< < 5 5hence Proposition 1 tells us that f s f almost everywhere in a`
measurable rectangle with positive measure. This is just what we need in
the proof of the above theorem.
Let us mention an interesting open problem. There is a natural isomet-
 .  .ric isomorphism between B X and the space L X, X* of bounded
 .operators of X into X*, under which every w g B X is associated with
 .  . .  .T g L X, X* by T x y s w x, y . It is clear that T attains its norm
whenever w does, but the converse is not true in general. Actually, we do
 .  .not know any example X such that B X is not dense in B X but thena
 .  .set NA X, X* of norm attaining operators is dense in L X, X* .
` .Since L I doesn't have the Radon]Nikodym property, every T g
 1 . ` ..L L I , L I is not representable. Nevertheless, to each T g
 1 . ` .. ` . 5 5L L I , L I there corresponds a unique f g L I = I such that T
5 5s f and`
T g y s f x , y g x dx .  .  .  .H
I
1 . ` ` ..for all g g L I and y g I. Note that L I, L I is not isomorphic to
` .  1 . ` ..L I = I . However, we don't know if NA L I , L I is dense in
 1 . ` .. w xL L I , L I . As results related with this, J. Lindenstrauss 9 showed
 1 . .  1 . .that for some Banach space Y, NA L I , Y is not dense in L L I , Y
1 .due to the lack of extreme points in the closed unit ball of L I , and in
w x w xfact, W. Schachermayer 11 showed that C 0, 1 is such a space Y. On the
w xother hand, J. Johnson and J. Wolfe 8 proved that for any Banach space
1 .Y every compact operator T of L I into Y can be approximated by finite
rank norm attaining operators. For a strictly convex Banach space Y, J. J.
w x  1 . .  1 . .Uhl 12 proved that NA L I , Y is dense in L L I , Y if and only if Y
w xhas the Radon]Nikodym property, and next A. Iwanik 7 proved that
 1 . 1 ..  1 . 1 ..NA L I , L I is dense in L L I , L I .
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